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by Rory Mulholland
THE Covid-19 pandemic and Brexit have had an
unexpected silver lining for many Britons who
were stuck with homes in areas such as Normandy
and Brittany that they could not sell without
significant loss.
The dual effect of Britons seeking to buy to
establish residency in France before Brexit and
French residents wanting to escape crowded cities
– especially Paris – to spend more time in medium-size towns has given the market a lift.
Estate agent Suzanne Jenkins-Pearce said: “In
2020, after the first lockdown and before the end
of the Brexit transition period, there was a noticeable surge in British buyers, with many properties
that had been languishing on the market, often
for several years, suddenly selling.”
Ms Jenkins-Pearce, who runs Normandy-based
agency Suzanne in France, said that after the
financial crisis of 2008, property prices in the
region fell by 30-40% in some areas from their
peak in 2002-03.
That left many British and French propertyowners facing a major financial hit if they wanted
to sell up and move on. In the last decade, a trend
was also reported by notaires in the Channel and
Atlantic areas that the French tradition of owning
a holiday home in their own country was drop-

ping. French people were increasingly choosing
to holiday abroad in varied destinations, “resulting in an inevitable lowering in the number of
sales” in coastal areas.
However, the property tide has now turned for
a number of reasons, with Brexit and the pandemic the most significant.
New Notaires de France figures show major
price rises over the last year in many Norman
towns; 13.7% in Dieppe (Seine-Maritime), 15% in
Pont-Audemer (Eure), 11.5% in Cabourg and
9.1% in Trouville-sur-Mer (both Calvados).
Last year saw a considerable rise in the number
of Britons seeking to buy property in France
before the December 31 cut-off, when UK nationals moving to the continent would no longer
automatically qualify for residency.
The other factor, and one that is likely to affect
the real estate market for Britons and French alike
for many years to come, is the pandemic.
Joanna Leggett, marketing director of Leggett
Immobilier French property specialists, said:
“Since Covid, there has been a definite trend, from
both domestic and international buyers, for rural
property with more space, room for a home office
and, most importantly, excellent internet access.”
This is often the type of property British sellers
own, she said, noting that they had often sought
è Turn to Page 2
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Talks between UK and France
begin on driving licence swap
Franco-British negotiations
have started on a solution for the
exchange of UK driving licences
for French ones, the Interior
Ministry has told The Connexion.
More Britons in France are
now unable to drive, due to their
UK licences expiring and no
exchange deal being in place.
It is impossible to get a new UK
licence if you live in France and
there is currently no way to get a
French licence other than taking
a driving test here.
One reader said he intends to
return to the UK after a fruitless
two-year struggle to exchange
his licence. He lives in a rural
area and relies on his car.
The UK’s Department for
Transport said: “DfT officials are
making every effort to reach a
swift understanding with France
regarding long-term reciprocal
exchange arrangements for UK
licence-holders living in France.”
It is hoped this will result in a
deal permitting mutual exchange
of the countries’ driving licences.
This is essential, as there is no
legal basis in France for exchange
of a non-EU/EEA/Swiss licence
for a French licence without it.
The only solution would be to
take a French (practical and
theory) test, requiring 20 hours
of driving practice in a school or
using a hired dual-control car.
In the meantime, French officials say unexpired UK licences
of people who were resident in
France in 2020 will continue to
have validity in France in 2021.
UK licences of new arrivals will
be valid for the standard 12
months for non-EU arrivals.

Must I take French test after 60 years’ driving?

READER Dudley Osborn, 78, from
Charente-Maritime, said his licence
will expire in June.
“Taking a French driving test,
after 60 years with a UK licence,
seems a bit unnecessary,” he said.
“It will be very inconvenient and
restricting – my wife will have to
drive all the time. We’re a quarter of
an hour by car from town and
there’s no public transport.”

Swap applications made via the
ants.gouv.fr website (run by official agency Agence Nationale
des Titres Sécurisés) from its
opening in March 2020 to
December 31 – during the Brexit
transition year – will still be processed. However, new applications cannot currently be made.
The DfT said it spoke to all
EU states last year in the hope
of agreements being in place by
January 1. Britons in the EU
were encouraged to swap last
year due to uncertainties, it said.
The UK says it is currently
possible to exchange in all other
states, apart from Italy – with
which nothing is yet agreed,
even on temporary validity –
and Spain, where validity is currently recognised until July 1.
Some require exchange by a
cut-off date while others have
agreed to recognise ongoing
validity.
A senior French official told
Connexion in January it had not
been possible to start bilateral
negotiations before full Brexit as
the EU’s future relationship with
the UK was unknown. A basic

swap deal (unless continuing
validity is agreed) would mean
– once it is permitted – an
exchange process via ants.gouv.
fr, which from recent experience
may take many months. The
exchange system has suffered
delays since it was centralised in
September 2017 from a former
process at local prefectures.
It was initially carried out by
paper to the CERT at Nantes
prefecture. Processing briefly
improved after applications
moved online, but worsened as
the pandemic hit.
The current situation is in
some respects less advantageous
than France’s now-defunct unilateral decree of April 3, 2019,
which said it would continue to
recognise (non-expired) British
licences of residents for use in
France with no time limit in the
case of a no-deal.
From 2019 to early 2020, the
CERT at Nantes began returning
applications unprocessed if they
were not deemed “obligatory”,
such as the UK licence imminently expiring or after a road
traffic offence incurring points.

Those concerned who did
not reapply online now feel
aggrieved.
One reader, who applied to the
CERT in September 2018 and
had her application returned in
February 2020, said ANTS suggested she could appeal to
Nantes. However, her emails to
Nantes two months ago had not
received a reply.
French officials did not res
pond to our questions about
whether something can be done
for this group, or current processing times for those who
applied at ants.gouv.fr last year.
UK driving licences are not
renewable for non-UK residents
and a recent temporary extension offered for expiring licences
is effective only in the UK.
A petition (tinyurl.com/j3bw
6669) for France and the UK to
conclude an agreement has
nearly 13,000 signatures.
One reader highlighted a further problem. If he is forced to
take a French test, he will have to
take two – one for a car licence
and one for his motorbike.
Another who has recently
purchased a motorbike said six
French insurance firms refused
to insure him because his
licence is British and could be
invalid at the end of the year.
A seventh firm, the Mutuelle
des Motards, said it would
insure him but he must
exchange as soon as possible
and his policy will be cancelled
at the end of the year if he has
not done so. He did not wish to
risk it because of possible blacklisting, he said.

Medium-sized towns most popular Louis XIV
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excellent connectivity so they
can access UK TV.
“Increased demand means that
properties are more likely to sell
quickly and at a higher price
than pre-pandemic,” she said.
She noted, however, that she
had seen no trend of Britons
rushing to sell up in France.
“In fact, we see more Brits
moving within France than we
do moving back to the UK.
These buyers often have seen
their families grow up in France
and are looking to downsize.
“Typically, they may be moving out of old stone houses, that
they have lovingly restored, and
move to smaller properties that
are more economical to run.”
Ms Jenkins-Pearce said her
agency was now seeing British
clients from Nouvelle-Aquitaine
and further south looking to sell
and swap for homes in the
Normandy region.
“Often they downsize, which
allows them to purchase a less
expensive property and put the
rest in the bank,” she said.
Another major boost to the
sector is people from Paris or

“

The market is
becoming saturated

Fiona Robino,
Notaire

other big cities searching for a
maison secondaire to escape to.
The trend started last summer,
when Le Monde reported
Bertrand Couturié, head of
high-end real estate agency
Barnes Belles Villes de France,
saying: “The countryside was
sometimes a little looked down
on compared to holidays in faroff places, but everyone realises
that lockdown was more bearable in the countryside compared to the city.”
There are also those who have
decided they want to leave the
city behind altogether and work
from home in a smaller town.
There is new enthusiasm for les
villes moyennes, towns with
around 20,000 to 100,000 residents, where homes can be
cheaper and quality of life higher.

An Ifop survey last autumn
found that a quarter of working
people in cities hoped to leave
them, including 36% of under35s. It also found 84% of all
those surveyed would rather
live in a ville moyenne than a
metropolis.
In December, sales trends
reported the countryside “taking
its revenge” on the cities, with
previous price trends inverted.
Provincial houses in particular were going up in price, quarter by quarter, it said.
Fiona Robino, a notaire from
Quimperlé on the Breton coast,
told Connexion: “I can confirm
this trend of city-dwellers seeking to move out since last year.
“Prices have been going up
because more and more people
are coming from cities, who
work from home and are looking for an environment that is
more ventilated and not so confined as in an apartment, so are
often looking for a house in a
medium-sized town.”
She added: “The market is
becoming saturated.
“People are staying in the area,
there is a lot of demand and not
very many homes available.”

becomes
Louis 14 (in
some cases)

A MUSEUM has defended its
decision to remove Roman
numerals in the names of kings
– turning Louis XIV into Louis
14 on information panels.
Musée Carnavalet, in Paris,
insisted it only involves panels
for disabled people and “universal access”, so around 37
texts out of 3,000.
It has also removed them in
references to centuries (eg. 20e
siècle, not XXe), a practice
followed by the Louvre.
François Martin, president of
classics teaching association
Cnarela, said: “It seems it’s an
attempt to reach people who
weren’t coming, by simplifying.
“But the aim of a museum is
to teach, and if people don’t
understand something, it can
spark curiosity to find out.
“If we assume numerals are
no longer of interest, schools
will no longer teach them
either. We’ll end up in a very
utilitarian world.”

